
Lesson ��A
The next three sections may be considered as informational only� they are provided

for completeness�

��A�� Vowels Accents

Accent is the sounding of a vowel at a higher or lower pitch or tone svara�� There

are three tones� raised ud�atta�	 not raised anud�atta�	 and a combination of the

two or moving tone svarita�� These are only marked in the Veda	 for example�

sa�tyM� 	4a�anam¯anantM� b�/a�!̄
The anud�atta is indicated by a horizontal bar under the vowel	 and svarita by the

vertical bar above the vowel	 while ud�atta is unmarked� Although in grammatical

treatises it may be indicated as a small u above the vowel	 for example n$� ��
In classical Sanskrit texts	 the accent is not marked�

Where these are marked in the dictionary in Roman transliteration	 the ud�atta and

svarita will be indicated by the acute and grave accent marks respectively� Thus

the above example in transliteration would be�

saty�am� j�n�an�am�an�ant�am� br�ahm�a

English has a stress accent system e�g� listen to the �to
 syllable in �photograph


and �photographer
�	 but there is no stress system in Sanskrit indeed there should

be no stress at all in the study of Sanskrit��� Sanskrit is either sounded with the

pitch accent described above	 or in eka�sruti	 a neutral accentless tone�

��A�� Variations in Devan�agar�� Alphabet

Just as there are variations in the Roman alphabet e�g� a and a�	 so there are

variations in devan�agar��� some of the less obvious ones are illustrated below�

A This is an alternate form of A	 and just as one has derivatives of the

familiar form as A�� A�e� A�E�	 so one has A�� A�e� A�E��
E This is a variation of the form O��
H This is another form of �	 similarly I for %�

° An alternative form of J�
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J Another variant of J	 but far less common�

L Obviously the same as l�

N A radically di�erent form of �N��
G An alternative form of ��� j�na��

F This is a variation of the form for 	� ks�a��

gM�� Another form of the Vedic anusv�ara & see ��A����

L Vedic form of q�

²h Vedic form of Q�

The following are variations in the numerals�

� �³� � � �´� � � � � �µ� �

� �¶� � � �·� � � � � �¸� �

��A�� Variations in Sam� yoga

As was mentioned in Lesson �	 there are no hard and fast rules governing the

formation of a sam� yoga� however	 there are a few that are sometimes not obvious�

D This is a quite common form of �dx d�r��

O A variation of ' hna��

P An alternative of ( hla��

Q Another form of ) hva��

��A�� Revision

The next page has a summary of the information about the alphabet	 and the

following page is a reference sheet of the character shapes of the alphabet�

This would be a good time to lightly revise all the notes about the alphabet	 starting

from Lesson �� now that you are more familiar with the alphabet	 you may �nd that

much of the information now is clearer�
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�Za��a��

A A�� I IR o 	 
 � �  O� Oe� A�e� A�E� AM AH
a #a i #$ u #u �r �#r l� #l� e ai o au am� ah�

t� ta�� ��a�t� t	a�� tu� tU� tx� tX� tw� tW� te� tE� ta�e� ta�E� tM� t�H

exceptions� �  �R �R �R �R

z �� � z �� � z �� � z �� � z �� � z �� � z �� �k��N� ta�a�l��v�y� A�ea���� mUaDRany� �d�nty� k��NF��ta�a�l��v�y� k��NF��ea���� A�nua�va�a�
��a�vasagR�

v�ya�an�
k��N� ta�a�l��v�y� mUaDRany� �d�nty� A�ea����

k c� f t� �p�

K� C F T� �P

g� �j� q �d b�

�G� J Q D� B�

z V� �N� n� m�

y� � l v�

�Z� �S� s�

�h

�pxa��

������������������
�����������������

IR �Sa�t�pxa��
�

IR �Sa��a��vxa�t�

���
��

�pa�ZR�

�����������������	
����������������
A�nuana�a��asak

A�nt�H��T�
�

���Sman
�

��	
�


A�aByanta
� �praya�*�
� �z �

ba�a�+� �praya�*�
A��pa�pra�a�N�
ma�h�a�pra�a�N�

�Ga�ea�S�
A�Ga�ea�S�

������
�����

Alphabetical Order
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A I � � o
k c� f t� 	p�
K� C F T� 	P
g� j� q d b�
�G� �J Q �D� B�
z V� 	N� n� m�

y� 
 l v�
�h �Z� 	S� s�
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��B�� Types of Words

Sanskrit grammarians traditionally describe four types of words� kriy�a verb�	

n�aman noun�	 upasarga verbal pre�x�	 and nip�ata particle�� The n�aman

and kriy�a have the fundamental notions of �being
 and �becoming
 respectively�

The kriy�a type includes the basic kriy�a verbs derived from a dh�atu� and the

n�ama�dh�atu verbs derived from nouns�	 which conjugate according purus�a

vacana and lak�ara	 as well as the verbal quali�er kriy�a�vi�ses�an� a� which is

indeclinable avyaya��

The n�aman type includes the basic n�aman common noun etymologically derived

from a dh�atu�	 the sam� j�n�a proper noun	 personal name or technical term whose

meaning cannot be etymologically determined�	 the sarva�n�aman pronoun�	 and

the nominal quali�er or adjective vi�ses�an� a�� all these decline according to li �nga	

vacana and vibhakti�

The upasarga verbal pre�x� has been discussed in ��B��	 and the nip�ata particle�

is a catch�all for the remaining types of word� The nip�ata are avyaya indeclinable�	

and although they are separate words they are not used by themselves� words of

this class are ca and� and he vocative particle��

��B�� Use of iti

The nip�ata iti means �thus
� it lays stress on what precedes it	 typically referring

to something that has been said� it is the Sanskrit equivalent of inverted commas�

For example�

a�svena gacch�ami iti vadati

�I am going by horse	� he says�

There is no system of indirect or reported speech in Sanskrit	 so the above may

equally be translated as� He says that he is going by horse�

Note that iti grammatically isolates the phrase or sentence before it	 from what

follows� in the above example	 the t�rt��ya vibhakti of a�svena is not related to the

kriy�a vadati	 even if the word �gacch�ami
 were omitted� This isolating function

of iti may also be used to separate a de�nition from the word being de�ned	 or a

grammatical rule from an example of its application	 and so on�
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��B�� Exercises

a� Practise sounding the alphabetical order which should be familiar by now�

following it through the diagram on page ��� once familiar with the relationship

of the alphabetical order to the diagram	 thereafter practice sounding the order

while following the alphabet chart on page ��� Associating the sound�letter

with its position on the chart provides a visual �short�cut
 to where a

sound�letter is in relation to the alphabetical order as a whole� this will prove

to be a very useful trick when using the dictionary�

b� Write out the alphabet once per day	 in the form given in the chart on page ��

ideally �h should be on a line by itself��

c� Write the following sentences in Roman transliteration�

na
H �P��l��a�an� l�Ba�te� I�a�t� ba�a�le va�d�t�H� ��
�he gua
�e� ba�a�le nayase� I�a�t� A��p�H na
H va�d�a�t�� ��
A���H vxa	a�y� �P��l��a�an� ba�a�l��ayE� va�h�a�t�� ��
�P��l�m�� vxa	a�aya�a�t�� A��ean� na
�ay� va�h�t�H� ��
vxa	am�� A��pa�E� A�gn�a�� A��E�H �Z�a�aGram�� va�h�a�,am�� "�
na�d� �� A��pam�� vxa	am�� suand�
� �am�� ba�a�l��am�� va�h�a�t�� #�

d� Now translate the sentences in c� into English�

e� Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit using Roman transliteration�

�� �I am taking the fruit pl�� to the horse	� the girl says to the teacher�

�� The man says to the girl that he is carrying the tree to the river�

�� You pl�� are quickly taking the girl
s fruit two� to the man�

�� We two� take the fruit pl�� from the girl
s tree�

�� The man and girl go to the handsome teacher by river�

�� The beautiful girl leads the horse to the small trees pl�� for fruit pl���

f� Now write your answers to e� in devan�agar���




